
Soothe
Soothe is an app that helps users ease anxious 

thoughts and guide them through calming 

processes to help improve mental health.



Stakeholders

Individuals with anxiety

People with ASD

College students People with high stress jobs

Users with short tempers

People with temporary stressors



Stakeholder Map

Lauren
19 years old


Just started college


Stressful transition


Social Anxiety


Jack
24 years old


Prone to panic attacks


Works in an office


Mental health advocate


Amanda
21 years old


Works 2 jobs


Gets overwhelmed


College student


Brandon
23 years old


Just graduated college


Figuring out “real world”


Stressed out


Lauro
19 years old


Wants to learn


Introspective



Emily
20 years old


Works


Goes to school


Can’t afford therapy


Rick
32 years old


Therapist


Often feels stressed


Vanessa
26 years old


Started new job


Social Anxiety


Hates new places


Colby
21 years old


Senior year of college


Test anxiety


Trouble calming down


Cal
30 years old


Spiritual


In-tune with feelings


Loves self-reflection


Jordan
27 years old


General Anxiety


Hates crowds


Needs help calming


Megan
26 years old


Single mother


Works full-time


Overwhelmed


Martin
22 years old


On the spectrum


Hates loud noise


Needs reminders


Joseph
32 years old


Financial stress


Trouble staying positive



Nora
24 years old


Loves mantras


Looks on the brightside


Stressful job




Persona

Lauren, 19 
Just moved from home to start college


Wants to meet new people and get involved


Gets overwhelmed by large crowds


Deals with social anxiety



Goals:


To learn how to effectively control her anxiety


Stop letting her anxiety hinder her from having fun




Empathy Map

Thinks

Says

Feels

Does

Anxiety is 

holding her 

back

Mental 

health days 

are valuable

She can find 

a way to 

manage it

Social 

settings are 

terrifying

People are 

constantly 

judging her

Her anxiety 

prevents her 

from having 

fun

Therapy isn’t 

shameful

Her new 

school is full 

of amazing 

opportunities

Sad because 

she is 

missing out

Motivated to 

find ways to 

manage her 

anxiety

Stressed out 

by amount of 

new social 

interactions 

Lost in the 

process

Happy when 

she talks to 

new people

Excited to 

get involved 

and meet 

new people

Overwhelmed 

by the amount 

of people 

around her

Scared at the 

thought of 

facing her 

anxiety

“I want more 

friends”

“New places 

both scare 

me and 

excite me”

“How do 

other people 

do it?” 

“I don’t want 

to be held 

back 

anymore”

“Social 

interaction is 

exhausting”

“I know I can 

manage my 

anxiety”

“I wish I 

knew what to 

do”

“Where do I 

start?”

Journals her 

thoughts

Talks to 

people with 

similar 

interests

Tries to stay 

positive

Leads with 

kindness

Reads books 

about 

self-care

Tries to be as 

empathetic 

as possible

Allows 

herself to 

feel fully

Watches 

movies on 

her free time



Assumptions and Questions

Assumptions: Questions:

People with anxiety are shy

Anxiety = nervous

Anxiety isn’t real

People with anxiety are 

socially awkward

Anxiety is something 

someone can just “get over”

How do users currently handle 

their anxiety?

How do triggers vary between?

Are there differnt types of coping 

mechanisms?



Feature Prioritizatoin

Must

Could

Should

Won’t

Be able to log feelings

Have access to quick calming exercises

Clear navigation

Positive affirmations

Track their journey

Learn about different types of anxiety

Get daily mantras

Use apple watch to measure heart rate

Enable push notifications

Apple Watch integration

Suggest seeing a professional

Recommend medication

Suggest anxiety is “curable”

Say the app substitutes professional opinions



Color and Typography

Neue Haas Unica W1G Bold

Typography

Neue Haas Unica W1G Regular

Color

#829BF4 #E8A0EA #D2E6FF #FFAEBA



Paper Prototypes & User Testing













Moodboard
















